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Introduction: 

The idea for my database came from my time volunteering at the Utah’s Hogle Zoo.  As a 

volunteer I have participated in many Boreal Toad surveys.  The Utah Department of National 

Resources (DNR) uses the information from our surveys to help track the Boreal toad 

populations throughout Utah.  These surveys done by both the DNR and Volunteers are very 

important because there are 114 survey sites for boreal toads in Utah.  If the DNR had a 

geospatial database for their data they would be able to expand their analysis of Boreal Toad 

population health.  This is a very important task because boreal toad populations as well as other 

amphibians are being killed by chytrid fungus.  The chytrid fungus is deadly because it coats an 

amphibian’s skin.  The direct cause of death is unknown but given that amphibians drink and 

breathe through their skin this could make both those tasks difficult.  High altitude species like 

the boreal toad are particularly vulnerable.  This is partly because the conditions required for 

survival are very specific.  Boreal toads need to live above 5000 feet and live near marshy 

wetlands or lake regions.  The need for a boreal toad database is very critical to receive the most 

current data for boreal toad health. 

 

Integrity Constraints: 

Boreal Toad data is an entity type.  Boreal Toad Data is related to DWR Region and Field 

Site.  Boreal Toad Survey Data has Attributes: “ToadID”, “Day”, “Month”, “Month_T”, “Year”, 

“Life_Stage”, “SiteName”, “Tagged”, “Gender” and “Region”. 

Field Site(polygon) is related to Lake Region, Trail, Field Site(point), Boreal Toad data 

and DWR region.  Field Site(polygon) has Attributes: “FieldName”, “Toads”, “Year”, 

“TrailName”, “RegionID”, “Site_ID”, “GNIS_ID”, “GNIS_Name”, “Area”, “Length” and 

“BUFF_DIST”.  Lake Region has Attributes: “GNIS_ID”, “GNIS_Name”, “Area”, “Length”, 

“FCode_Text” and “Elevation”.  Trails has Attributes: “SystemName”, “PrimaryNam”, 

“HikeDiffic”, “TrailID”, “Designated”, and “RegionID”. Field Site(point) has Attributes: 

“GNIS_ID”, “GNIS_Name”, “Elevation” and “Elevation_FT”. 

DWR Region is also related to DNR Station and Chytrid Region.  DWR Region has 

Attributes: “DWR_Region”, “Region_Office”, “Region_ID”, “Area”, “Length”, and “STATE”.  

DNR station locations has Attributes: “Office_Name”, “Address”, “Lat”, “Long”, 

“Phone_Number”, “Region” and “Office_Type”.  Chytrid Region has Attributes: “ID”, 

“Population”, “Chytrid”, “Region”, “Year”, “Lat” and “Long”. 

Conservation Location is related to Toad Relocation Sites.  Toad Conservation Locations 

has Attributes: “ID”, “Name”, “City”, “State”, “Phone Number”, “Address”, “Type”, “Lat”, and 

“Long”.  Toad Relocation Site has Attributes: “ReLoc_ID”, “City”, “State”, “Lat”, “Long” and 

“FromConLoc_ID”. 

 

Conceptual Model Description: 

 The integrity constraints above identify the majority of the components for the conceptual 

model.  There are however pieces missing that are very important to create the relational model.  

The cardinality component is extremely important to the development of a functional database.  

For this database most of the relationships are 1:Many.  For example one region to many field 



sites.  There are a select few that have a 1:1 relationship which are Field Site to Lake Region, 

Field Site to Field Point, and Conservation Location to Relocation Site.  Cardinality is important 

to create the relationship class which are developed in the next phase. 

 

Relational Model Description: 

 One of the unique layers I created was the chytrid sites.  At first I had expected to relate 

this layer to Field Site but there was insufficient links.  The DNR can only test a few samples 

every few years.  This only provides a small sample size of chytrid locations.  The most recent 

data was from 2014 and only tested 14 of the 114 sites.  The test locations were not related to 

specific sites but to more general locations.  This is why this layer cannot be related to Field 

Sites.  Although the chytrid layer did not work for field sites I was able to link it to DWR 

Regions.  Given the general locations of the chytrid test sites this made for a better relationship 

class. 

 Another unique connection is the Conservation Location and Relocation Site.  

Conservation Location was going supposed to be linked to Boreal Toad Data but after further 

reflection this did not make sense.  The Boreal Toad Data is only toads from Field Sites while 

the toads from the Conservation Location are breed in captivity.  This is why I chose to only 

relate Conservation Locations to Relocation Sites. 

 I had intended the DEM to be related to multiple fields but this cannot be done with a 

raster the way I planned.  I did use the layer to fill in my elevation values but that was from 

manual inputs not from a join.  The inability to join or relate this layer left it as the only 

unrelated layer in the database. 

 

Physical Model Description: 

 The relational model creates a good transition to the physical model.  The relational 

model describes the various connections that will be established when the database is created.  

For this database there are 9 different relationship classes: Conservation Locations and 

Relocation Sites, DWR Regions and Boreal Toad data, DWR Regions and Chytrid Sites, DWR 

Regions and DNR Stations, DWR Regions and Field Sites, Field Sites and Boreal Toad data, 

Field Sites and Lakes Partial, Field Sites and Trails Partial, and Field Sites and Field Site points.  

Given these relationship classes a user can choose a year and a field site and discover if toads 

were found at that field site for that chosen year.  By choosing a DWR region the user could 

determine if there were positive chytrid fungus test sites.  These types of queries are important to 

determine the health of the various field sites and the boreal toads that inhabit them.  If a field 

site is queried and there has been no toads found multiple years in a row then that indicates a 

possible decline in the boreal toad population at that site.  

 

Future Directions: 

 In the future I want to expand the scope of the database given the success of the process 

so far.  I would include all 114 survey sites as well as past and present toad data.  I could also 

expand upon the DNR Station layer and include all the field stations for the state of Utah.  The 

most time consuming part would be the survey sites because of the complexity of the lakes layer.  

To find the exact pond or lake is very challenging because not all the features have names.  So 



identifying the correct site is a challenge.  I plan to add domains to various fields particularly the 

boreal toad data.  Adding domains to gender, tagged and life stage would help simplify the data 

input process.  There are other fields that domains can be added to simplify database.  

Improvements can be made in the future but the current database is fully functional. 
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Using the ‘Field Site’ layer Select “Silver Lake” relates to ‘Toad Data’.  To find the number of toads found 

at Silver Lake. 

 

 

 

Using the ‘Field Site’ layer Select “Cecret Lake” relates to ‘Trails Partial’.  This allows you to find all the 

trails for a particular sight. 

 

 

 

  



  

Using the ‘DWR Regions’ layer, Select region “5” relate to ‘DNR stations’.  To see which stations are 

within Region 5. 

 

 

 

Screenshot of Geodatabase with relationship classes 

 


